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Abstract- a Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network or VANET is a
technology that has moving vehicles as nodes in a
network for creating a mobile network. Vehicular
networks are very fast emerging for deploying and
developing new and traditional applications. It is
characterized by rapidly changing topology, high
mobility, and ephemeral, one-time interactions. Our goal
is to provide the better algorithm for solution to the
inaccurate positioning due to signal loss in GPS locators.
We propose our novel work technique in the domain of
Navigation in VANET. Recently, GPS handsets have
been widely adopted by drivers for navigation. People
rely more and more on GPS, and many of them stop
checking and printing maps before they depart with a full
confidence in GPS. However, due to the sensibility of
GPS signals to terrain, vehicles cannot get their locations.
To address the issue, we propose a novel Grid-based Onroad localization system, where vehicles with and without
accurate GPS signals self-organize into a VANET,
exchange location and distance information and help each
other to calculate an accurate position for all the vehicles
inside the network. And we propose the novel technique
to improve our base work, in our technique; the vehicle
can find the location even its available inside the tunnel
by using Road side unit model (RSU). We aim to create
the Street road and simulate the vehicles created on that
road considering the traffic using the traffic lights. It gives
us idea how the movement of vehicles in a network take
place to show the affect traffic on the vehicle and how to
tackle with the heavy traffic and ways to ignore the ongoing traffic by taking different routes. It a very good
application of VANET which helps to analyses that which
route should be taken by the vehicle and how we should
complete the journey in minimal time and what will be
the optimal path with less traffic in it. Network Simulator
2 (NS2) for short is an open source, Ns2 is a discrete
event simulator targeted at networking research. Ns2
provides substantial support for simulation of TCP,
routing, and multicast protocols over wired and wireless
(local and satellite) networks, microscopic, multi-model
traffic simulation. It allows to simulate how the given
traffic demand that is consists of single vehicles moves
through a given roadmap.

I. INTRODUCTION

A

1.1 What is VANET?
Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network or VANET is a
technology that has moving vehicles as nodes in a
network for creating a mobile network. We can say
that VANET turns each and every vehicle into a
wireless node, allowing cars to connect to each other
which are 100-300 meters apart and, in turn, create a
wide range of network. As cars fall out due to signal
range and drop out of the present network, other cars
can join in to connect vehicles to one another so a
mobile Internet can be created. It is assumed that the
first systems in which it is integrated are police and
fire vehicles to communicate with one another to
provide safety. It is a term which is used to describe
the spontaneous ad hoc network that is formed over
vehicles moving on the roads. Vehicular networks are
very fast emerging for deploying and developing new
and traditional applications. It is characterized by
rapidly changing topology, high mobility, and
ephemeral, one-time interactions. Both MANETs and
VANETs are characterized from the movement and
self-organization of the nodes (i.e., in the case of
VANETs it is Vehicles).

Index Terms- GPS, VANET, RSU, NS2.
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(iv)
An input/output interface for the interaction
of human with the system;
Different sensors lying outside and inside the
vehicle are used to measure various types of
parameters (i.e., acceleration, speed, distance between
the neighboring vehicles, etc.

1.2 What is Smart Vehicle?
Vehicles which are equipped with multi interface
cards and sensors, on board unit and externally. The
number of vehicles equipped with on-board wireless
devices (e.g., UMTS, IEEE 802.11p, Bluetooth, etc.) and
sensors (e.g., radar, ladder, etc.), is increasing for efficient
transport and management applications are focused on
optimizing flows of vehicles by reducing the time taken to
travel and avoiding any traffic congestions. As an
instance, the radar present on on-board could be used to
sense traffic congestions and automatically slow the
vehicle. In another accident warning systems, sensors can
be used to determine that a crash may be occurred if air
bags were deployed; this kind of information is then
relayed via V2I or V2V within the vehicular network. A
provide different levels of functionality is provided by
using number of systems and sensors. The major systems
and sensors exploited for intra-vehicle communications
we cite: crash sensors, the data recorder, the braking
system, the engine control unit, the electronic stability
control, the infotainment system, the integrated starter
generator, the electronic steering, the tire pressure
monitoring system, the power distribution and
connectivity, the lighting system, seat belt sensors, etc.
For the brake systems, there are also the antilock brake
system and the parking brake system. The parking brake
is also referred to as an emergency brake; it controls the
rear brakes using a series of steel cables. It allows the
vehicle to be stopped when the event of a total brake
failure occur. Vehicle-mounted cameras are mainly used
to display images on the vehicle console of smart vehicle.
Commonly, a smart vehicle is equipped with the
following technologies and devices:
(i)
A wireless transceiver for data transmissions
among vehicles (V2V) and from vehicles to RSUs (V2I);

Fig 1.2.1:- Smart Vehicle
The basic idea behind smart vehicles is addressed
to safety issues of vehicles, and then by with a proper
combination of functionalities like communications,
control and computing technologies, it will become
possible to assist the driver decisions, and also helps to
prevent driver’s wrong behaviors’ .The control
functionality is directly added into smart vehicles for
connecting it with the vehicle’s electronic equipment.

(ii)
A Central Processing Unit (CPU) which
implements the applications and communication
protocols;
(iii)
A Global Positioning Service (GPS) receiver for
navigation and positioning services;
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Fig 1.2.2: - Safety application (i.e., brake messaging) by
the use of Visible Lighting Communications.
1.3 VANET APPLICATION
Vehicular applications are classified in
(i)

Road safety applications,

Traffic management and efficiency applications
(iii) Infotainment and Comfort applications.
Road safety applications aims to avoid the risk of car
accidents and it make the driving safer by distributing
information about obstacles and hazards The basic idea
behind it is to broaden the range of perception of driver ,
allowing him/her to react much faster, thanks to alerts
reception through the wireless communications. Traffic
efficiency and management applications focus on
optimizing the flows of vehicles by reducing the time
taken by vehicle and situation of avoiding traffic jam.
Applications like enhanced route navigation/ guidance,
lane merging assistance and traffic light optimal
scheduling, are intended to optimize the routes, while also
providing a reduction of fuel consumption and gas
emission.
Although the primary purpose of VANETs is to
provide safety applications and the non-safety.
Applications are there expected to create commercial
opportunities by increasing number of vehicles which are
equipped with on-board wireless devices. Comfort and
infotainment applications has goal to provide the driver
with information support and entertainment to make their
journey more pleasant. The collisions of cars are currently
one of the major dead causes. Safety applications are
always used to significantly reduce the number of
accidents, with the main focus to avoid accidents from
happening in the very first place. Take example, Streetsmart and Traffic View inform drivers with the help of
vehicular communications of the traffic conditions.
Vehicle platooning is the other way to improve the safety
of road. By removing the hassle of adjusting speed and
changing lane, vehicle platooning allows vehicles to
travel closely yet safely together. Fuel economy is also
get benefitted from the reduced aerodynamic as a vehicle
headway is very much tightened (e.g., the spacing can be
less than 2 m). Together with the adaptive cruise control
used by V2V communications, the problem of the crashes
of the vehicles due to error done by driver can be
alleviated. Some of the most requested applications that is
by polls, currently under investigation by several car

manufacturers are Congestion Road Notification
(CRN), Lane Change Assistance (LCA), Post-Crash
Notification (PCN) and Cooperative Collision
Warning (CCW). In Post-Crash Notification, the
vehicle which is involved in an accident would
broadcast the warning messages about their position to
the other trailing vehicles so that it can take decision
with time remaining in hand. The PCN application
may be implemented both on V2I and V2V network
configurations. In fact the V2V gives the advantage of
giving quickly the information needed through a
discover-and-share policy. By using the specific
sensors, it helps in measuring possible changes in the
rational behavior of the driver (e.g., rapid direction
changes, quick brake use and so on), that are then
communicated back with directional antennas to the
other vehicles that is in the same direction. Once the
message is received, the closest vehicle can share this
information with the other nodes present with a
flooding routing. In some particular case of false
alarm by the very first vehicle experiencing the
irrational behavior of the driver, this type of
information floods on the VANET. It is then very
important to fix the issue of false alarms. Let us
assume a driver has been distracted by something on
the panorama and moves the Steering wheel, because
of that the direction of the vehicle changes
accidentally. Once the error is recognized, the driver
will react very quickly by changing direction or by
using a quick and strong brake. If the very first
following driver does not experience accidents, then
the vehicle does not forward this type of information
and false alarm probability is much reduced. With the
use of V2I architecture, the access points must gather
information (e.g. Alarms for quick changes in speed),
coming from different vehicles and the data is merged
that reducing the signaling from the vehicles.

Fig 1.3.1: Congestion Detection
Traffic monitoring and management are very
essential to avoid traffic Congestion and maximize
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road capacity. Crossing intersections in the streets of city
can be dangerous and tricky at times. Traffic light
scheduling can be used by the drivers to cross
intersections. Allowing a very smooth flow of traffic can
mainly reduce travel time and increase vehicle
throughput.
A
token-based
intersection
traffic
management scheme is a scheme in which each vehicle
waits to take a token before entering in an intersection.
On the other side, with knowledge of traffic conditions,
drivers should optimize their driving routes, thereby the
problem of (highway) traffic congestion can be
minimized. Congestion Road Notification detects and
notifies about road congestions that can be used for route
and trip planning. This kind of use is partially
implemented in the recent GPS-based applications where
a new route is evaluated when heavy congestion has been
detected on the present route or in a portion of it. Till now
several commercial tools are available for the smartphones and special purpose devices.
TMC messages
information’s:

have

a

considerable

amount

incoming vehicles the new route after processing
request information about their destination.
Finally, Cooperative Collision Warning the
system works with a cut-out revealing a stopped car or
slow-moving car before its arrival at the curve or
downhill. All these type of applications require radio
transceivers for the exchange of messages sensor and
GPS on board car and road side units. Even in this
case the dualism between V2I and V2V is renovated.

of

•
Location: the road, area or specific location
affected;
•
Identification: what is the cause of the traffic
problem and its seriousness?
Fig 1.3.2: - Intelligent Transportation
•
Extent: how far the problem stretches in each
direction;
•
Direction: the directions of the traffic are
affected;
•
Diversion advice: use alternative routes to avoid
the congestion.
•
Duration: how long the traffic flow problem is
affected;
The service provider (SP) encodes the message and
sends it to FM radio broadcasters, who transmit messages
as an RDS (Radio Data System) signal within the normal
FM radio transmissions. There is usually only about 30
seconds gap between the first report of an incident to the
traffic information center (TIC) and the RDS-TMC
receiver getting the message. This application may be
implemented according to a V2I configuration or a V2V
one. In fact, it is very possible to encapsulate information
about the direction, the position and the average speed,
that are then communicated back to the vehicle following
on the street. As it appears very clearly, this solution
suffers for a much large amount of data to be processed
by the vehicles themselves. The worth in this environment
is the use of V2I since access points can process
information coming to it and communicate to the

In general, these applications is motivated by the
desire of the passengers to Communicate either with
ground-based destinations or other vehicles(e.g.,
Internet hosts or the Public Service Telephone
Network ).As an instance, the driver could receive
local information about the hotels and restaurants etc.
The main aim of infotainment applications is to
offer comfort and convenience to drivers and/or
passengers. For example, Fleet net provides a platform
for gaming and peer-to-peer file transfer on the road.
A real-time parking navigation system is proposed to
inform drivers of any available parking space. Digital
billboards for the vehicular networks are proposed for
advertisement. Internet access can be provided to the
vehicle through V2I communications; therefore, the
business activities can be performed as usual in a
vanet environment, realizing the notion of mobile
office. On-the-road media streaming between the
vehicles can be available making long travel more
pleasant. An envisioned goal is to have humanvehicle-interfaces, such as color reconfigurable headup and head-down displays, and very large touch
screen active matrix Liquid Crystal Displays, for the
high-quality video-streaming services. Driver can
enjoy their traveling time by the means of real-time
applications e.g., online gaming and video streaming,
using individual terminals next to their seats.
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Fig 1.3.3: - MP3- Download and message passing
Message passing is continuous between the vehicles to
show their latest location and activity that is very essential
for the nearby vehicles to avoid any chances of collision.

Fig 1.3.4 :- Communication between vehicle at the time
of Accident
1.4 Security Architecture of Vanet

Fig 1.4.2:- Tamper Proof Device
DIGITAL SIGNATURE
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messages are of large scale, non-repudiation
Vehicle to vehicle communication

-hop/multi cast technique.

1.

Naive broadcasting

2.

Intelligent broadcasting

Vehicle to infrastructure communication

roadside equipment.

communications.

Fig 1.5:- Different Types of Communication
Routing based communication
• Uses multi hop unicast
1.5 Types of Communications in Vanet:
1.6 MOTIVATION
The original impetus for the interest in VANET
was provided by the need to inform fellow drivers of
actual or imminent road conditions, delays,
congestion, hazardous driving conditions and other
similar concerns. Now day’s accidents are the major
cause of death in many cities or countries. So it is very
necessary to have a technology which can be used to
minimised the road accidents and provide security to
the peoples. To avoid the accidents the driver should
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be well aware of the traffic movements and congestion so
that he can easily take the best optimal path to reach its
destination.
1.7 PROPOSED WORK
Avoiding Collision by the proper use of the traffic
signaling in VANET

updates the client location in the database, gathers the
traffic
Information and controls the streaming traffic
video during conference process. The system has
various modules
a. Connection establish server

The accidents cases the knowledge of the on-going
traffic is very much necessary. Hereby a Road Map is first
created to define the path for the vehicles and after that
the vehicle movement is verified by seeing whether the
vehicles are coming from both directions or not.

to assure that no two or more vehicles coming from
opposite side are on the same Lane causing accident
scenario.

other vehicle coming from opposite direction are allowed
to use that lane.
Purpose:
The application of inter-vehicular communication
over a MANET are raises several interesting issues in
regard to data forwarding. One such issue is in which an
unpredictable traffic has both a limited area of the
relevance and a limited time of relevance. For example,
carriers should not be forward information about road
closures after the road has re-opened. This requires
carriers to not only forward received messages, but also to
analyze the semantics of the messages to first determine if
they must be forwarded. As another example, carriers
may be traveling to destinations hundreds of miles away
from the traffic slowdown. VETRAC proposes to
introduce relevance filtering at the carriers before
forwarding event messages. VETRAC system works on
the principle identify of a vehicle, which is assigned as
Mobile-IP address to a vehicle. The system tracks the
vehicle information through Wi-Fi access points, which
are established at various locations in lane or parks or in
large campus. The carrier is a navigation server that
connects with multiple clients (vehicle) and is also
responsible for the client's request data. The client control
panel system (provider / consumer) running on client side
helps the user for identifying current location, destination
client location, and landmark, the distance to be travelled.
Traffic intensity of each Lane at an instant is notified
though carrier access points.A. Functionality of VETRAC
The architectural and functionality overview of Vehicle
Tracking System (VETRAC), which has complex
modules classified based on functionality. The core
functionality of VETRAC focuses on vehicle tracking and
controlling the lane (route) selection process tracking
system. System establishes connection with the client,

b. Location Management Server and c. Traffic server
2) Vehicle Tracking System:
System gets connected with Wi-Fi access point
and tracking the client with in the access point range.
The system detects the clients in its range and
automatically pass the client current location to the
navigation server.
3) Client Control Panel:
The user should know about current location,
destination location, landmark of the said campus,
traffic information in a campus, traffic video
information about the junction in campus. The
registered users can only have access to this
navigation system.
4) Display Map System:
The system which runs in the client device and it
indicates the client's current location, destination client
location, landmark identification and traffic
information by the map.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
2.1 Overview of security issues in Vehicular
Ad-hoc Networks
VANETs are a subset of MANETs (Mobile Adhoc Networks) in which communication nodes are
mainly vehicles. As such, this kind of network should
deal with a great number of highly mobile nodes,
eventually dispersed in different roads. In VANETs,
vehicles can communicate each other (V2V, Vehicleto-Vehicle communications). Moreover, they can
connect to an infrastructure (V2I, Vehicle-toInfrastructure) to get some service. This infrastructure
is assumed to be located along the roads.
VANET MODEL OVERVIEW
There are many entities involved in a VANET
settlement and deployment. Although the vast
majority of VANET nodes are vehicles, there are other
entities that perform basic operations in these
networks.
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Common VANET entities
2.2 A framework to simulate VANET scenarios
with SUMO

scenario using realistic vehicular mobility models.
This framework makes use of the open source
software called "Simulation of Urban Mobility"
(SUMO) and the "input trajectory files" feature of
OPNET.

random mobility
and trajectory mobility. The last-mentioned is
setting with one trajectory file per node. This
method allows elaborating

complex node

movements. Unfortunately, interactions between
nodes are not taken in account, so realistic mobility is
limited.

scheme to limit the number of packet sent.
Fig 2.1.1:- VANET Entities Infrastructure
environment
It is mainly composed by those entities that manage
the traffic or offer an external service. Vehicle registration
and offence reporting are two important tasks.

T
inversely
proportional
distance from

to

the

previous sender :
Ad-hoc environment
From the VANET point of view, they are equipped
with three different devices. Firstly, they are equipped
with a communication unit (OBU, On-Board Unit) that
enables Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-toInfrastructure (V2I, I2V) communications. On the other
hand, they have a set of sensors to measure their own
status (e.g. fuel consumption) and its environment (e.g.
slippery road, safety distance). These sensorial data can
be shared with other vehicles to increase their awareness
and improve road safety. Finally,
a
Trusted Platform Module (TPM) is often
mounted on vehicles.
VANET settings
1.

V2V warning propagation

2.

V2V group communication

3.

V2V beaconing

4.

I2V/V2I warning

T = tmax. (1- d/R)
With tmax the maximum contention time, d the
distance from previous sender, R the radio range.
When the timer reaching zero the node forward the
packet. Other waiting nodes receive this packet and
cancel their timer. Thus, we reduce the number of
packet sent in the network.

communication with SUMO allowing us to define
more complex simulation scenarios in OPNET
modeler.

2.3 Vehicle tracking using VANET (VETRAC)
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prevention, retrieval of lost vehicles, providing traffic
oriented services on lanes. The Vehicle tracking systems
VETRAC enables vehicle drivers or any third party to
track the location of any moving vehicle.

1)

can exchange information about traffic conditions in an
effort to provide drivers with an early warning of traffic
hazards and congestion. For example, when an accident
occurs, emergency responders could provide information
about road or lane closures and the estimated time of reopenings to oncoming traffic. The oncoming traffic could
then carry the information to vehicles that have not yet
reached the traffic slowdown.

3)
Can make the communication to other
vehicle.

2)
Provide signals strength in (Good SS
(receiver near to the Centre of the coverage area), Bad
SS (receiver near to the border of the coverage area),
and Vehicle with GPS receiver).

4)
Can get the current position by receiving the
signal from GPS satellite.
5)
Can Share the current position to the other
vehicle.
6)

of a vehicle, which is assigned as Mobile-IP address to a
vehicle. The system tracks the vehicle information
through Wi-Fi access points, which are established at
various locations in lane or parks or in large campus. The
carrier is a navigation server that connects with multiple
clients (vehicle) and is also responsible for the client's
request data. The client control panel system (provider /
consumer) running on client side helps the user for
identifying current location, destination client location,
and landmark, the distance to be travelled. Traffic
intensity of each lane at an instant is notified though
carrier access points.
Model GPS Satellite:
In this module we have studied the details about GPS
satellite and we have implemented the model of GPS
satellite for getting the position details. There are 2 kinds
of manmade satellites in the heavens above: One kind of
satellite ORBITS the earth once or twice a day, and the
other kind is called a communications satellite and it is
PARKED in a STATIONARY position 22,300 miles
(35,900 km) above the equator of the STATIONARY
earth. The most prominent satellites in medium earth orbit
(MEO) are the satellites which comprise the GLOBAL
POSITIONING SYSTEM or GPS as it is called. GPS
satellites fly in medium Earth orbit (MEO) at an altitude
of approximately 20,200 km (12,550 miles). Expandable
24-Slot satellite constellation, as defined in the SPS
Performance Standard. The satellites in the GPS
constellation are arranged into six equally-spaced orbital
planes surrounding the Earth. Each plane contains four
"slots" occupied by baseline satellites. This 24-slot
arrangement ensures users can view at least four satellites
from virtually any point on the planet. The Air Force
normally flies more than 24 GPS satellites to maintain
coverage whenever the baseline satellites are serviced or
decommissioned. The extra satellites may increase GPS
performance but are not considered part of the core
constellation.

Fixed in specific area.

Can calculate distance with neighbor vehicle.

Road Map Design:
We have defined the some properties for Road map
designing process.
1)

Two-way vehicle movement.

2)

Road intersections.

3)

GPS signaling.

(Less number of GPS connectivity areas. More
number of GPS connectivity area).
Locating the Position:
The following processes used to find the position.
1)

Receive the signal from GPS satellite.

2)

Get the location of GPS satellite.

3)
Based on the number of satellite availability
position will be fix.
4)
Based on accuracy, fix the road map and grid
information.
5)

Share the current position to neighbor.

Comparing the Position:
If less GPS count then vehicle need to use the
following processes.
1)

Collect the neighbor position.

2)

Calculate the distance with neighbor.

3)

Calculate the estimated next grid location.
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4)
Check the estimated new position from history
position.
5)
Compare the grid value, estimated position and
neighbor distance and fix current position.
DESIGN& IMPLEMENTATION
We have proposed the technique for find the position
and as well as to improve the vehicular communication.
For ease of implementation, we have divided our
proposed work into small modules.

multi-model traffic simulation. It allows us to simulate
how a given traffic demands or network which
consists of single vehicle moves through a given road
map. This simulator allows addressing a large set
number of traffic management topics. It is purely
microscopic in nature: each vehicle is modelled
explicitly, has its own route, and moves individually
through the given network. To build a network in
SUMO a street network consists of nodes i.e junctions
and edges (streets connecting the given junctions) are
necessary. A SUMO network file describes the trafficrelated part of a map. It mainly contains the network
of roads/ways, intersections/junctions, and traffic
lights in a map
Network Format-:
A SUMO network is a directed graph. "Nodes"
represent
intersections/junctions,
and
"edges"
roads/streets.
A SUMO network contains further traffic related
information:

3. Network Simulator
NS2 is discrete event simulator used to simulate real
time network traffic and topology for analysis. For
researcher it is proven to be great tool. NS2 has been
developed in C++ and TCL. Otcl which is object oriented
TCL, also used in NS2. For simulation purpose TCL
programming is used and for adding new module C++ is
used. This tutorial is targeted for students who want to
learn NS2 but don't have much knowledge.

Every street (edge) as a collection of lanes, The
position, shape and speed limit of every lane, The
right of way regulation, The connections between
lanes at junctions (nodes), and The position and logic
of the traffic lights.
4. ALGORITHM
Vehicle: Collects the GPS and Map info Check
whether Root node is found
If yes

1.) TCL Programming

Share the own speed and direction movement to Root
node.

2.) OTCL Programming

If no

3.) NS2 Commands

Ignore.

In NS2 there are two types of applications are
available one is tragic generator, second is simulated
application. These applications are attached to agent who
is attached to node. New application can be added in
NS2.Traffic generator generates traffic and there are four
types of traffic generator.

Check whether node has data (it may be own or
receivers from others)

3.1 SUMO
Simulator: - Device or system that simulates
specific conditions or the characteristics of a real process
or machine for the purposes of research or operator
training. "Simulation of Urban Mobility",(SUMO) is an
open source, microscopic,

Send the data to destination If no route

If yes
If route is found

If Root node found
Check with Root node
If no Root node
Checks through neighbor node
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Root Node: Root collects the info I f info is route
Request Destination detail is found in history then make it
as route for source.
If no detail found and check with the other Root nodes.
If info is vehicle details (speed direction) If info has
emergency situation
Update the details into history.
Inform to particular grid vehicles.
If no emergency
Update the details into history

III. RESULT

Fig. Vehicle movement and positioning model.

Fig. GPS Satellite signal sharing model.

IV. CONCLUSION
The goal is achieved, such as providing the solution to the
inaccurate positioning due to signal loss of GPS locators. We
proposed our novel technique in the domain of Navigation in
VANET. To address the issue, we proposed a novel Grid-based
On-road localization system with the help of RSU’s, where
vehicles with and without accurate GPS signals self-organize into
a VANET, exchange location and distance information and help
each other to calculate an accurate position for all the vehicles
inside the network. We have evaluated our enhanced RSU based
G3 model to get accurate position and as well as seamless
connectivity model for VANET.
Fig. Sharing the Request for finding position.
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